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Join the Wisconsin Engineer today. 

For further information call 262-3494. 
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Editorial 

| Benefits of Graduate 
= = School 

a ; do not even view graduate school as _ of grants, fellowships, research assis- 
ieee ‘ e an option. Also, many students with- _ tantships and teaching positions. 
= ae out this background often lack anun- Many of these awards cover tuition 
a roo derstanding of what graduate school = and lang expenses while the stu- 
Ko Ney involves and what benefits it can pro- dent is enrolled in a graduate pro- 
LE eee ee vide. gram. In addition, students working 

te aise Cocks Meee is ees ed Although several factors, with toward their Ph.D. degrees welcome 
ae So ae 2 economic ones often being the most the experience as an opportunity to 
Messier i tases: cho dominant, influence a student’s deci- _ refine their teaching skills in prepa- 
as Picea Se sion to attend graduate school, there ration for eventual work as profes- 

A are other factors to consider. The fol- _ sors. 
lowing provides a brief glimpse of There is no hard and fast rule 
what benefits are available for anen- _ that says an engineer must attend 

i" May of 1991, of the 282 seniors _gineer with an additional degree. graduate school immediately follow- 

registered with the UW-Madison Although salary differences area ing graduation. Several companies 

College of Engineering Career Plan- _ quantitative measure of the worth of | who employ engineers provide paid 

ning and Placement Office, only ten pata school, a survey conducted _ time off and tuition reimbursement 

percent planned to pursue a gradu- yy the Engineering Education maga- programs. These companies see an 

ate degree. This ratio has been the zine of college seniors and full-time advanced degree as an asset to their 

general trend for engineers at Madi- _ graduate students revealed that stu- competitiveness in the race for con- 

son for the past two years, with the dents pursuing advanced degrees tinually improving technology. It is 

percentage ranging between nine choose to do so because they are truly _ in their best interest to help an em- 
and 13 percent. interested in learning more about pa earn an M.S. or Ph.D. degree. 

With similar results in many their particular field of study. Higher metimes, companies work with 

universities across the country, the salaries and plans to work someday universities to provide correspon- 

National Science Foundation pre- as a professor are important, but the dence courses through video tapes 

dicts a shortage of Ph.D. level scien- _ most dominant motivation lies in the _and satellite television. Night school 
tists and engineers as the year 2000 simple fact that they enjoyed learning _ is yet another option for students 

approaches, and thus, a supply of similar subject matter in their under- who cannot afford to attend school 

researchers that will be unable to graduate curricula. right after graduation. 

meet the expected demand. The economic drive to pursue an Graduate school is a viable op- 

But why are the numbers so advanced degree is substantial. Ac- tion for a good engineer. For the in- 

low? In many cases, engineering uae to data collected by the CPC terested student, it is definitel 

students spend well over the tradi- Salary Survey of September 1991,en- __ worth checking into further. Boine 

tional four years simply earning gineers starting with a master’s de- good sources of information include 

their bachelor’s degrees. By the time gree earned on average 13 percent the Career Planning and Placement 

they have completed that curricu- more per year than those engineers Office, Peterson's Guide to Graduate 
lum, they are ready to be finished with just a bachelor’s degree. Salaries Programs in Engineering and Applied 
with school and to begin earning increased by about $18,000 a year Sciences, the Graduate Admissions 
money in the work place. However, froma bachelor’s degree toadoctor- _ Office, friends and teaching assis- 
another equally common reason for _ate degree. tants who are currently graduate stu- 

choosing not to go is simply never Some people argue that the in- dents, a faculty advisor or a favorite 

considering it. Studies have shown _ creased salary may take a number of _ professor. 

that students who come from fami- _ years to pay off when weighing the Although graduate school ma 

lies where one or both parents have _cost of graduate school and income not be for everyone, it should not be 

earned advanced degrees are more not earned while a student. How- completely ruled out without some 

likely to pursue the higher degree ever, many universities as well as the _ serious consideration and an under- 
than those who do not. Unless stu- National Science Foundation and sev- _ standing of the growing need in this 

dents have been encouraged by an eral other organizations designed to country for upper level science and 

influential person in their lives, such — promote excellence in math and the engineering researchers. Ill 

as a parent, friend or professor, they _ sciences offer financial aid in the form 
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| Dean's Corner 
ae Png 

The Key to a Quality |. @ — 1 
Engineering Education |g Sm ” are SS 

[Ak students in the College of Engi- _ puter intimacy into our curriculum. . ra a 
neering, I hope you realize that As our new resources are deployed, waif 

the quality of your education is our we hope that you sense the opportuni- 
JOB #1. Weare interested in your ties that we and the tax payers of Wis- é 
poly and your future. We wantto _consin have made available to you. f 

ow how you feel about what we are As you complete your work here f 
doing for you. We welcome your in- at school and move into the profes- 
put and will work with the data you sional world, you will experience the 
provide us. broad impact of this nation’s quest for 

You are one of our primary cus- continuous improvement. Industry’s 
tomers. Last year, Polygon imple- focus on quality in order to improve unenn intent 
mented a student survey to assess global competitiveness is dependent fen ierem actinic 
“customer satisfaction” in the college. on continuous improvement. 
It was a good beginning, and we To achieve new goals in quality vation in the classroom, in the labora- 
learned a lot of interesting facts. We and productivity improvement, indus- tory and in the daily communication 
learned that we did not alwaysdoas _try has redefined the role of the em- we have with students and each other 
well as you thought we should. We ployee in the work force. Allemploy- and our colleagues elsewhere. We col- 
learned that we offered some things ees in a business must concentrate on lect data by asking questions in the 
that you did not know about, but who their customers are, to the extent form of surveys, examinations and 
should have. We learned that there that everyone is obsessed with doing participation in meetings. We collect 
are times when pu are saturated with _ what is right for the customer. In the data by preeticing as researchers, pro- 
information to the point that youmay new quallty movement, management _ fessional consultants and as cone 
no longer wish to know more. We has adopted a philosophy of employee _ tors to scientific meetings. Your fac- 
learned that you feel very positive empowerment. Empowerment means __ulty have a wealth of data, and they 
about the college and your depart- not only the right, but the responsibil- _use it in the classroom and in advising 
ments in many respects. We learned ity to make job related decisions and you in guiding your career. For many 
that we must do some things differ- implement changes in an effort to years we have used student course 
ently so that you can maximize the achieve continuous improvement. In _ evaluations to judge the performance 
benefit of your experience while you our University, our faculty hasinher- _of teaching, and now we are using sur- 
are on our campus. Polygon has de- ited empowerment from their ances- veys to assess you reactions to our pro- 
cided to make the student survey an tors who founded this University. Itis | grams. 
annual event. This survey will pro- a way of life for us, and you can expect You too, can make the commit- 
vide valuable feedback to the faculty them to have the responsibility to do ment to continuous improvement by 
and administration to implement im- _ what it right. becoming a better student and a more 
provement. Continuous improvement is a vec- sophisticated professional. Continu- 

The faculty in the college wants to _ tor quantity. It has magnitude in the ous improvement only works if every- 
provide you with the best education as _ sense of how hard one works at trying one a sa a and tries a little 
a basis for a productive professional to improve. It has directioninknow- _ harder. You can improve by collecting 
career. You, as our customer, are buy- ing what needs to be changed in what _ data, assessing where you are, defin- 
ing a knowledge base for lifelong way to provide improvement. In or- ing where ms want to be and vector- 
learning and a tool kit for professional der to manage improvement, it is im- Ses f to a higher level of 
practice. In our quest forcontinuous _ portant to have data. Engineers achievement. You can benefit from the 
improvement we have argued con- should be inherently good at collecting continuous improvement process in 
vincingly to improve our capital bud- _data and basing decisions on the the college Ps taking part in the Poly- 
gets so that we can invest in new labo- _ analysis of that data. Because wehave gon effort. Communicate, fill out your 
ratory facilities, remodel our physical _ practiced this process, we have little teaching evaluations and morta ef- 
plant and bring you the latestincom- _ excuse for we lbate good at continu- fectively. You can improve by being a 
puting facilities. Our faculty hasbeen —_ ous improvement. participant. Il 
working hard to create new experi- Data for continuous improvement 
mental experiences and to integrate in our educational system can take on 
not only computer literacy, but com- many forms. We collect data by obser- 
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High Speed Rails ——— : eh: 
ee ae 

The Paris-South East TGV in service . 

Imagine traveling from down- maintained to very high tolerances. train. Trackside signals were consid- 
town Chicago to the Twin Cities in In fact, every evening the system is ered unnecessary, since at that speed, 

two hours and 15 minutes, without shut down so the tracks may be ser- _ trains would be passing them at a 

leaving the ground! While not quitea _viced and aligned. rate of one every 20 seconds anyway. 

reality yet, high speed ground trans- . . Of course, with speeds of 168 mph, 
portation or fpervalie ate actively European High Speed Rail there are no higheeay grade cross- 

being developed as one possible so-  _ _ High speed rail took another ings. 
lution to our growing transportation jump forward in 1981 with the start As in Japan, the success of the 
problems here in the Midwest and of Train a Grande Vitesse service on first line has prompted the construc- 
around the world. There are two ba- __ the specially constructed Paris tion of several new routes. In 1990 
sic forms of these supertrains. They South-East line between Paris and the TGV- Atlantique opened with 
are traditional steel-wheel-on-steel- Lyon. The TGV, which translated service from Paris to the Southwest 
rail technologies and magnetic levita- ™eans’ very fast train,” regularly of France. Experience gained from 
tion. Major advances have occurred travels this route at speeds up to 168 —_the construction and operation of the 
with both technologies, and now mph. Despite enormous construction first line was used to improve the 
they are being considered as feasible _¢0Sts, the Paris South-East line has TGV Atlantique. The curve radii 
alternatives to airplanes and addi- been a great success. In 1988, the line — were increased and grades were de- 

tional highways. carried 17 million people, with a creased. The trains were also con- 
In October 1964, while the daily average of over 50,000 people. _ structed lighter, thus requiring fewer 

American passenger rail transporta- Seventy-five percent of these people —_ motors per car. All of these improve- 

tion system was in the midst of de- are estimated to be airline converts ments translate to an estimated 10% 
cline, Japan was quietly starting a or people who would have otherwise — energy usage savings over the origi- 
new era in railroads. The Tokaido- driven the route. . nal line and an increase in speed to 

Shinkansen, the rail line over which . The Paris South-East high speed just under 190 mph. Another line to 

the famous “Bullet Trains” travel, rail line is very interesting in thatitis Connect Paris with the new Channel 

was opened. This line has been de- designed for use only by TGV trains. Tunnel is also planned, as well as 
scribed as the first true high speed All other passenger and freight trains routes to Brussels, to Cologne in the 

rail route. High speed rail is defined still follow the old alignment. Since North and to Strausbourg in the East. 

as operation in excess of 125 miles the line is used exclusively by the France is not the only country in 
per hour. Today, over 300 trains a TGV trains with a high power to Europe which has committed itself to 
day travel this route at speeds up to -—- Weight ratio, grades or hills up to high speed rail. The United Kingdom 
140 mph. Its success has spurred the 3.5% are allowed, much steeper than _ has been operating the HST 125, a 
growth of a larger Shinkansen sys- anormal railroad. The steeper grades high speed diesel-electric train, since 

tem, with three additional routes allow the line to more closely follow —_ 1976, The HST 125s require no over- 

added in the past 20 years. The “Bul- _the terrain and save some construc- head electrification, and as their 
let Trains” achieve their high speed tion costs. There are also no trackside name implies, travel at speeds of 125 

through the use of very powerful signals as all traffic control is dis- mph. They travel over existing rail 
electric traction on tracks built and played for the engineers on board the jines, which were upgraded for this 
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Supertrains 
' 1 1 » s og . 

in Wisconsin‘: 
Alignment Sere 

Wausau oa 
. . . “feats 

Wisconsin has always had a nologies were also Mineapels(S rau Eau glere iP epg 
strong connection to railroads. Even considered. The most Gwenn’, Pee 
though many routes have been elimi- _ conservative option YES: :iB2 
nated, there are still 15 railroads oper- __ involves the use of Rochester LaCrosse sot33 fe 

ating 4400 route miles in the Dairy 125 mph diesel-elec- Route 2: Modified ™ Ares] § 
State. In 1990, the Minnesota, Wiscon- __ tric trains, much like Nps ecetel g 

sin and Illinois Departments of Trans- _ those used in En- Madiso® aukee =| 8 
portation authorized a feasibility gland. The next op- Rowaa Baa sie 
study for high speed service between _ tion is a 185 mph . : : : B 2 

Chicago, Milwaukee and the Twin technology using pete tes 
Cities. The study by Transportation TGV type electric Chicago eS. 
Management Systems/Benesch High _ trains. The third and 3 
Speed Rail Consultants was released most ambitious op- 
in May 1991 and drew some interest- _ tion uses 300 mph 
ing and exciting conclusions. maglevs. Construc- Proposed routes that may bring supertrain technology to 

Three possible routes were con- tion of any of these Wisconsin. 
sidered and evaluated on the basisof technologies would. —=§_ —————_—$ 
costs and benefits. While the first not be cheap; the costs range from $0.9 for the Hiawatha to reach speeds in 
route follows the existing Amtrak cor- _ billion to $5.7 billion. Despite the high excess of 100 mph. The means of pro- 
ridor, the second route diverges near construction costs, the economic benefits pulsion was state-of-the-art back then, 

Watertown to also serve Madison. associated with a high speed rail line, $8 a streamlined steam engine. 
billion to $10 billion, are Wisconsin has taken the first step 

_-_-errorn————— tatther impressive. Surpris- towards high speed rail, and there is a 
...maybe by the end of the decade ingly, the a and185__ strong et in this cans for this 

ce sarT A ; mph option benefits are roject. This summer, Governor 
it will be possible for a new Hiawatha rte ee less than those of foun Thompson even traveled to 

to shatter the speed records of its the the 300 mph option. Europe to ride some of the 
predecessor High speed passenger _ supertrains. The first study proved 

rail is nothing new to Wis- _ that high speed rail is quite feasible. 
consin. In fact, during the Currently, more detailed economic 

The last route travels north to Green late 1930s and early 1940s Wisconsin held _ and engineering analyses are sug- 
Bay and crosses the northern part of the distinction of having the fastest pas- gested. Hopefully, Wisconsin will 
the state. However, the southern senger run in America. The Milwaukee continue to pursue this technology, 

routes are more favorable over the Road Company’s flagship passenger and maybe by the end of the decade it 
northern because they would servea _ train the Hiawatha was scheduled to will be possible for a new Hiawatha to 
larger population. travel between Sparta and Portage at an shatter the speed records of its prede- 

Three different high speed tech- average speed of 74 mph. It was normal cessor. lll 

Dallas and Houston, Texas. The nation of expertise will help them While it is not exactly clear which 
“Texas TGV” is being promoted by lead the way in the race for high technology will dominate, the Age of 
GEC Alsthom, Inc., the builders of speed rail in the U. S. the Train is one again upon us. All 
the French TGV system, and also by Other routes under consideration Aboard! II 
Morrison Knudsen, Inc.,a mammoth _ include: Las Vegas-Los Angeles, Bos- 
construction firm headquartered in ton-New York-Washington, Philadel- “AUTHOR - 
Boise, Idaho. MK already hasarepu- _ phia-Pittsburg, Miami-Orlando- — 
tation for successfully undertaking Tampa, Los Angeles-San Diego, Joe Skidmore is a Junior majoring in Civil 
big construction projects. They built | Cleveland-Columbus-Cincinnati and —_ and Environmental Engineering, and also 
the Hoover and Grand Coulee dams __ in our backyard, Chicago-Milwau- studying Japanese. His interests include 
in the West. They are also the leading kee-Twin Cities. In fact, a national running, photography and, of course 
builder and rebuilder of passenger maglev network, sharing much of the ‘tains. 
rail cars and locomotives in the existing Interstate Highway rightof =~ SOS 
United States. MK hopes this combi- _ way, has even been envisioned. 
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Faculty Profile 

A Dynamic Educator 

Weightless bars, frictionless 1985 and became Senior Lec- 
pins and motionless pulleys turer in the EM Department, 
evolved into an immense struc- carrying the highest load in the 
ture of both known and un- : department. He has taught 13 
known forces. Unfortunately, : courses in three different coun- 
the false beauty of the festively iF tries, acquiring a distinct and 
colored diagram could not pre- PY unique teaching style. Al- 
vent the inevitable question. Wa fee Abdulla continues to contribute 

“What do we do first?” de- Ty ~_ * 9 his abilities to the education of 
manded the speaker as he faced i . A many engineering students. 
the class with an expecting stare. = ‘ae. With many high level com- 
Although everyone knew the an- Bs plex engineering courses, a stu- 
swer, no one muttered a word. i dent must be strong in the fun- 
Anxious anticipation permeated < ‘ damentals of engineering. 
the desk-cluttered room, and N Teaching both Statics and 
then it was broken by three 4 J Strengths of Materials this se- 
simple words. | = , mester, Al-Abdulla provides 
“Free body diagram.” The tone " the backbone of the engineering 
pierced the ears of even the ° : -. curriculum. “J try to set the 
sleepiest students, and Jaafar , foundation,” states Al-Abdulla, 
Khalaf Al-Abdulla plunged into “ like to teach Statics in order 
his lesson for the day. to better the student.” Al- 

A member of the Engineer- Abdulla says he is rewarded by 
ing Mechanics Department at contributing part of himself to 
the University of Wisconsin- the student. He explains, “It is 
Madison, this man is known for . motivating to see students 
his teaching intensity. Al- come back after they have taken 
Abdulla is a professional teacher Jaafar Khalaf Al-Abdulla, my classes.” Students who take 
as well as a professional student. Engineering Mechanics Senior Lecturer advantage of his contributions 
He has six degrees , five from _—|—=§ ————_____________________ will gain an understanding not 
the UW, ranging from math- _—_— only Of Statics but of engineer- 
ematics to civil engineering. ing as a whole. 
Finishing his education with a Al-Abdulla Al-Abdulla gives his stu- 
Ph.D. in structural engineering, . . dents an opportunity to learn by 
Al-Abdulla worked for the En- continues to contribute teaching more than just the ba- 
ineering-Graef-Anhalt- i iliti sics of engineering. He elabo- 

Schloemer Consulting Engi- his abilities to the rates, “Three of we ould not 
neers. With a broad education, education of many move a refrigerator into an 
Al-Abdulla has had man’ ; . apartment. One person came to 
work opportunities. Havike engineering help us and he moved it alone, 
worked in both Kuwait and students because he had confidence.” 
Doha-Qatar, Al-Abdulla de- Confidence is always empha- 
cided to return to Madison in = ———————————— sized within tthe walls of 

(Continued on page 11) 
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Imagine a place that combines through the combined efforts of sev- _ Imagineers to stretch their minds, 

childhood fantasies and state-of-the- _ eral people. The Disney- their ideas and their imaginations. 

art technology, a place where archi- _ Imagineering organization is divided _ He was driven by the notion that “as 

tects in three-piece suits interact with into Seven primary units consisting long as there is imagination left in the 

engineers in blue jeans and tennis of creative development specialists, world, Disneyland will never be com- 

shoes. Picture a place where artists architects and facility engineers, ride pleted.” 

and songwriters work hand-in-hand system a i project managers, In addition to the ideals behind 

with sound specialists and sculptors, corporate administrators, construc- the Imagineers, much of their success 

and everyone wears a Mickey Mouse. tion managers and research and de-___ was due to the logical, well-planned 

name tag. Creativity and ingenuity velopment experts. structure of their approach. Disney 

fill the air as story boards, miniature The Disneyland theme park lo- believed stronpy in research and con- 

models and high povged computer cated in Anaheim, California, origi- sulting. Long before any serious con- 

systems rest on tables set u nally began as a dream of Walt struction on the first theme park be- 

iirolighort the building. Colorful Disney who wanted a clean, pleasant gan, Disney and his Imagineers spent 

photos of beloved Disney characters pines for parents and children to countless hours searching for the 

adorn the walls. ave fun together. right place to build Disneyland. They 

In this amazing place where in- In 1952, Disney assembled a di- also attended various carnivals and 

novation flourishes and dreams verse group of animators, artists, en-_. amusement parks across the country, 

abound, the ideas behind the mysti-. _gineers, naval officers and a noting what aspects people enjoyed 

cal, magical attractions of the Disney into a group called Walter Elias and what areas called for improve- 

theme parks are brought to life. In Disney Enterprises. These creative ment. They researched solutions to 

Glendale, California, amidst a con- geniuses were the very first the problems encountered and inter- 

glomeration of scene shops, aga Imagineers. In 1953, the group’s viewed several carnival operators and 

ture studios, carpentry rooms, film li- name was changed to Walt Disney patrons. Crowd control studies, ride 

braries and welding shops lies the Imagineering. The year 1955 marked _ evaluations, cost factors, weather fluc- 

home of Walt Disney Imagineering, _ the opening of the first Disneyland tuations, employee evaluations and 

the high-tech dreamers and master- _ theme park in southern California. environmental aspects were all taken 

minds behind the most popular tour- The standards Disney set for his . into consideration. 

ist attraction in the world. Imagineers back in the early 50s With the information they had 

The WDI organization, a subsid- proved to be the magic formula that _ gathered, the Imagineers returned to 

iary of the Walt Disney Company, would eventually bring es California and began plans for the 

employs over 1200 men and women _ fame and fortune. Many of Walt’s new and better form of a family enter- 
with over 130 different job descrip- methods and ideals remain stan- a a a Small details which 
tions. These positions range from dards followed by Imagineers today improved the entire ‘Disney Experi- 
show designers, artists, writers, — many of whom fell in love with ence’ were Disney’s passion. He in- 
project managers, engineers, archi- Disneyland at an early age when sisted on small touches, from “Audio- 

tects and filmmakers to audio and vi- they visited it for the first time as a Animatronics” characters wiggling 
sual specialists, animators,computer child. their toes in a bathtub to friendly ride 
programmers, land planners, ride Explaining the Imagineering phi- attendants a with a polite greet- 
system designers, finance experts losophy, Disney once said, “There’s ing and a cheerful smile, to an im- 
and researchers. These Imagineers, __ really no secret about our approach. __—maculate park with every window 
as they are called, are responsible for We keep moving forward - opening _ polished sparkling clear and every 
all stages of the development of a pe doors and doing new things street swept spotless each night. Mi- 
Disney idea, from the wild and im- ___ - because we're curious. And curios- nor conveniences such as several 
possible dream to the physical and ity keeps leading us down new shaded igi to rest, creative trees 
structural realization of the theme paths. We’re always exploring and and bushes carved to resemble 
park attraction itself. experimenting.” Disney characters, multi-staged rides 

Every Disney project is achieved Disney always pushed his designed to keep guests waiting in 
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line occupied and trash cans painted Coast would be as receptive to a Disney Looks to the Year 
to blend with the scenery were all vi- | Disney theme park as the West 2000 
tal qualities that Disney believed Coast had been. His golden op- 
made the distinction between a good _ portunity to test his audience was The 1990s will see a multi-billion dol- 
theme park and a great one. the 1964 World’s Fair where he lar expansion of the Disney theme parks 

Many of the park’s attractions agreed to poe four innovative around the world and the ten ce interval 
were centered on Disney characters exhibits. The “Great Moments will be known as the “Disney Decade” ac- 
and story lines ranging from Snow with Mr. Lincoln” exhibit spon- cording to Chairman and Chief Executive 
White and the Seven Dwarfs to sored by the State of Illinois and aces of Walt Disney Imagineering, 
meine Beauly and Cinderella to featuring an “Audio- Ea ete GS ASW eee aes 

ue EY MOUS a Davy Crocket. f Animatronics figure of : Epcot Center and the MGM Sridios cur- 
e unique use of a combination o America’s sixteenth president rently in Disney World, Eisner predicts the 

architecture, color, costuming and was a big hit. With this positive creation of a fourth theme park and an ex- 
entertainment to tell astory through _ feedback, plans for the next theme ansion doubling the present size of the 
each attraction set Disneyland apart —_ park were underway. KicM Studios theme park. He also fore- 
from most carnivals and amusement Disney’s second theme park, sees the construction of some residential 
parks of the time. Walt Disney World in Orlando, areas, a cultural affairs institute and a re- 

A frustrating realization made by Florida, was Disney’s chance to gional shopping center, 
Disney and his Imagineers was that’ _do his creating on a bigger and a AS ae of its facelift, Disney World 
their original ideas were sometimes _ better scale, and to correct the eee icene ee a 
beyond the reach of modern technol- _ mistakes made in the first Disney Pritital eee ened Galen Eee 
ogy. A long-time goal of Disney was _ theme park. His major poe for adventure co-produced by Cane geas 
to produce realistic three-dimen- the Florida park was to find a and slated to open in 1994. 
sional animation. Unfortunately, in place with enough land “to hold Disneyland in Anaheim, California 
the early days of Disneyland, the all the ideas and plans we could looks to the end of the decade, 1999, for 
electronic technology for this tech- possibly imagine.” Indeed, he ac- the completion of Hollywoodland mod- 

nique jos did not exist. Finally, complished just that as he pur- eled after the Hollywood Boulevard of the 
though, in the early 60s, Imagineers _ chased a block of land in central 1930s and 40s. Hollywoodland promises a 
found a way to incorporate advance- __ Florida twice the size of Manhat- wild, ‘hare-raising: trip though the cartoon 

5 . 3 world of Roger Rabbit on the Toontown 
ments in hydraulic and pneumatic tan Island. Trolley, scheduled to open in 1996. The 
hardware into three-dimensional Although Disney died in 1966 trolley Gdecuill synchronize aerospace 
movements. As computer systems shortly after ground-breaking for technology and an action-packed adven- 
advanced it became easier to syn- the new project had begun, his ture film. In 1996, Dick Tracey’s Crime 
chronize words and music with me- _ Imagineers continued to move Sin pes will make its home in 
chanical body movements. And forward in the Disney tradition Hollywoodland as well. 
soon, the first Disney “Audio- and opered the Walt Disney Commemorating the late Jim Henson, 
Animatronics” figures were born. By World Resort in 1971. The Magic the three-dimensional ee of 
combining technology from robotics, | Kingdom was then joined by Moree aoe Hatake ut Fi ao a 
radio control, animation, digital au- EPCOT Center in 1982. And, as Re x Renee ty ane Mee eee 
dio and mechanical engineering, the _ recently as 1989, the Disney - Pace oe manmustar rine Michael Jack A € S By y as b7a7, y son and produced by George Lucas. Laser 
figures quickly advanced from small, MGM Studios Theme Park be- _ beams shooting across the theater, fiber 
singing birds to life-size human pane ae third gated attraction in ee ae twinkling a the ceiling and 
models. rlando. thic ermeating the air distinguish 

Even after Disneyland opened in As technology continued to this ae needion. ? 
1955, Disney continued to search for _—_ expand, the Disney Imagineers On a larger scale, conceptual designs 
ways to improve his park. He often continued to put it to use in in- for a second park in California are cur- 
traveled overseas to flea markets and creasingly creative and somnplex ey under ee The oe POEs 
junk shops on a quest for mechanical _ applications. Of course, wit ae eed Teens een ie 
toys that his Imagineers could disas- _ such a broad base of expertise, the present panei nahein } 
semble and study. Although Disney _Imagineers have actually pro- Imagineers are also working on ideas 
undertook great and wild projects, duced some of their own technol- for new and exciting attractions in Tokyo 
he always approached them inasys- ogy along the way. Disneyland and even in Paris, despite the fact that 
tematic and methodical manner. His _ vaunts the United States’ first Euro Disneyland has not even opened yet. 
changes and inventions were care- daily operating monorail system, They are merely continuing with the tradi- 
fully researched, and he often the first computer-controlled tion Walt Disney himself began, “The way 
learned valuable lessons from his thrill ride and a highly advanced ieee eal ge ieney anc vol Never 
mistakes. three-dimensional motion picture Heute lat a i seareie, i ie F 

A vivid example of this method —_ photography system. ; Perth to work on something that’s alive 
was his en to begin work on The very nature of the Disney something that keeps growing. We've got 
a second theme park in Florida. Be- _ theme parks often called for high- that at Disneyland” Ill 
fore plunging into a large building tech systems and devices which Mave 
project, he wanted to see if the East had not yet been invented. The 
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transportation systems used in 1 , | utilidors transport trash from 17 
many of the ee attractions Pd points throughout the park to a cen- 
were specially designed to move tral collection site. The trash is col- 
a high volume of people through , h lected every 15 minutes and travels 
them in a short amount of time, at typical highway speeds of around 
for example. Tomorrowland in q 7 rf 60 miles per hour. Although not a 
Walt Disney World boasts motor- " [| Disney creation, this Swedish built 
less trains which transport 3600 / system was first used in the United 
passengers an hour and run qui- States by Disney World. 
etly over a rail system containing The construction of EPCOT’s 
magnetized field coils. Free of failed a 8) characteristic geodesic dome pro- 
mechanical parts, these trains io vided another challenge for the 
rely ona linear induction process Imagineers. Its structural design was 
to power their motion. a feat in itself, but conquering 

In the Universe of Energy pa- that obstacle ee the doors to 
vilion in EPCOT Center is an- even more challenges, for al- 
other set of vehicles which rely though Orlando seldom eae 
on an inductive coupling power ences the heavy snowfall of the 
system. These vehicles, called northern states, it does suffer se- 
“traveling theater cars,” hold 96 vere rains. Thus, weatherproof- 
passengers and proceed along a Hdlacade ing the Spaceship Earth became 
thin qulde wire embedded in the another important consideration. 
road beneath them. Fully auto- But in true Disney style, the 
matic, they move in response to . . Imagineering team designed a 
electronic signals fanciitted Bo njour, Mick ey novel fluid floge system to vollect 
through the guide wire and received Mouse rain water at the sphere’s i ors 
through sensors on the bottom side and guide it internally through the 
of the vehicle. In 1983, after 28 ¢ structure to drain oe under- 

True to its name, the rooftop of eC eet aa face ground, preserving the attraction’s 
the Universe of Energy pavilion con- | ean eee ee architectural integrity. 
tains more than 80,000 photo voltaic Bureaus went = etal Undoubtedly, the term 
cells which collect photon energy ene fetus arc a aaa “Imagineers” is a fitting title for a 
and convert it to electrical energy Ne fy Lees ee f dand | 8t0Up of such talented and diverse 
used within the building. Fane een eee people who have attained so many 

Another amazing ‘behind the We ye oanes eee incredible artistic and technological 
scenes’ innovation at Disney World desi Wee ote ae: = we Le : achievements. Through the unri- 
is actually below the scenes. A one nea a See valed coordination of childlike 
mile labyrinth of tunnels lies beneath on ae lee edoversi | imagination and technological exper- 
the Magic Kingdom. Throughout billi Tage Bow oa os tise, the Disney Imagineers have suc- 
these “utilidors,” as they are called, See er Ce ae eee ceeded in creating a place where par- 
can be found administrative offices, Ee : ; ae ents and children children can have 
storage compartments, break ; oa een ee fun ore But, just as Disney 

lounges, employee cafeterias and ee . ae z hoe ns wee himself would have expected, his 
wardrobe rooms as well as mainte- yi Sa Rati ore! 30 ee a Imagineers continue to search for 
nance systems including heat and air a ee Seen . a o new and exciting ways to improve 
conditioning ducts, compressed air eae Ee eee eee the original idea of a man who be- 
and water pipes, and electrical con- Bas reas gee ro open lieved that dreams could be brought 
trols. Within this network is also a lie as ae to life. Il 

designed by theimagincers. | Afferalmostsixyears of planning, || ———— AUTHOR 
Once again concentrating on the fe aa pres oe ou Nancy Hromadka, ECE 4, is a big fan of 

minor details to improved the park, : ae ee sa 1 z Sgt as d the Space Mountain Rollercoaster 
the Imagineers implemented a aes wa He Be adventure at DisneyWorld in Orlando, 
unique vacuum-assisted garbage col- e oa ae a fo Florida and wouldn't mind working as 
lection system that eliminates the ee en eae an Imagineer herself some day. 
need for conventional garbage cone ane pudian 7 Bihole sole a 
trucks. A series of 24-inch pneu- Ser 
matic tubes located within the 
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A Tribute to Adolf Ackerman 
Al-Abdulla 

eS The Wisconsin Engineer ac- (continued from page 7) 
: se fF : knowledges the life accom- 
See plishments of UW-Madison 

/ PF a ee ineering alumnus Adolph . 
} ee engineering umn P the Statics classroom. In order to do 4 . ee 

: a = fon ede a well in Statics one needs more than 
4 Be : are ; J Ackerman is best just confidence; time management is 
ee oat - 7 kno ut vocal advocate of also stressed. “Budget your time,” is 
ES cae a the ih d fs caeeratl heard as often as “free body dia- 

1s eB} ne need tor engl 0. gram” (a common problem solving 
—)) —- dissent. Among other things, technique used in Statics). 

BE) reise SA Abate ties many example 
i a ; ; power industry, and engineer- while lecturing. By doing problems 

Yh : 4 ing education that lacked a step by step and with different meth- 

' 5 i : foundation of social studies . ods, Al-Abdulla provides an engi- 
: 4 j The followinie poem, which neering background for the diverse 

; | a i Ackernian a eatlyin his student body. “Students come from 
4 poems nesses i deals for different high schools and different 

engineer en d engineerin teaching styles,” states Al-Abdulla. 
eetect : i" emeenne It is important to give the students 

V students. equal opportunity. His teaching di- 
versity gives the students a new 

Adolf Ackerman (1901-1991) learning perspective. Al-Abdulla’s 
Se advice for Statics problem solving 

can be applied to all areas of life. 
Ye. The silver tray collected the 

Z WA last specs of chalk from the sweeping 
= SIZ so ims were Wren Wie Wire Won wee eraser. The students pushed out of 
vu DA A é A A AE RN the classroom hurrying to their next 
Livi \/ oo \ fe va classes. Professor Al-Abdulla’s job 
Ga A a he-én | neers Ere ti aK was not over; rather, it had just be- 

Fo rw RY SEPA RETRY FRY RY RR gun. Ten students waited outside 
oe EES ENR OS LE ON the office at the end of the hall on the 
PE REINS ow. the Wisigy <<<cccccccx< PRN third floor of the Engineering Build- 

Ss eae Which hee Srom Dreams KRKEKES SO ing. Office hours had just begun. As 
we SI ind Gols the caf Science an Mafh ematics see always, his goal had remained the 
& Pa an he ot Pom eae, we same — “To be an excellent student 
ot | a 1 % C66 Create a Daign. ALLL OR and an excellent engineer.” Il 

e sary & os 
5 ee 2 @ Organize the Bfforts and Shills SZ 
gk SSO & KERR GR —— EN KS! Fellowes hers SBhivifty G5 —__—____ AUTHOR —__—. 

S (Kae ANE Gn the Brobucts of Sndustric: » So er ners eon Pa Ce And Gogether we. Rorhetowars ou Boal a Jim Webb is a second year Mechanical 

pS EN 4 Steet By Hazards and Obstacles, ESS Engineer. It was heard that the night 
& Cpe Ve XG before finals, all through the city, not a 

ye Site be when we have completed our Gast wuz creature was stirring, not a single ME. As i ero A CAT ree OU eccte We 8 8 
{ Aas. >. A See? D ~ : ) he was all cozy, and snug in his bed, 
fall ty ES Oe, Oe ane fans eeccece OK visions of free-body diagrams danced in 
\wae, One Cee Lae: Wo Jim's head. EEA 5) For the Comfort and Welfare of Cf, DF 
Sasa fe £ NVZ —— 
bsp ey S Bam an Engineer, KeKEKKKKKKKK GX 
Vo tN d.Serve Marhind <<«<«<cccccccce 225 

{ Vz Ry Mirahing Dreams come Grue, ase 

Be 4 ae RX in és 

39 Sy (e) a EE 
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Congratulations to Outstanding Seniors! 
At the annual POLYGON Engineering Council Fall Luncheon on Friday, November 
22, seven awards of $300 each were presented to this year’s recipients of the Outstand- 
ing Senior Awards. The awards are based primary on leadership and service activi- 

| ties. This year’s Outstanding Seniors are Susan Halverson (ChE), Bart Heldke (ME), 

Andrew ‘Chip’ Hogan (ECE), Brian Lofy (ECE), Rob Jewell (ME), Wendy Weinbrenner 
(ChE) and Tom Wuttke (ECE). Money for these awards comes from the College of 

| Engineering Colbeck Scholarship Fund. 

Engineering Brief 
by Mike Waters 

Engineers’ Float Takes Top Honors 
The Engineers’ Homecoming Float won first place among student organiza- 
tions in the UW Homecoming Parade on Friday, October 25. The float, under 
the theme “UW Engineers Gear Up for a Win,” consisted of an 8-foot-tall Bucky 
Badger, a Hoosier dummy and two large movable gears. The float was also 
adorned with signs of the organizations that participated in the construction. 
Construction of the float was funded by a $250 grant from the UW Homecom- 
ing Committee and donations from POLYGON Engineering Council and the 
Society of Women Engineers. 

Oops! 
The Wisconsin Engineer staff and advisor would i , 
like to apologize to Associate Dean C. Allen ‘ 
Wortley for distorting the meaning of his Dean's hh 
Corner (October, 1991) through editing changes & PPE > 
we made. We regret bad judgments made in our Ay | ‘ & 2 Ne j 

efforts to meet publication deadlines. By Reece, 
Se 

| —— SS ee 
ae ee ee ee 
-_-———— —_——__— 
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CAE Finally Receives Money for New Computers 

After weeks of uncertainty, university bureaucrats finally finished the paperwork to allocate 
money to CAE to buy new computers. The money, which had been budgeted for CAE to set 
up anew computer lab for students, had been held up in administrative red tape. CAE will 
now resume its search for a location to place the computers. Previous plans to establish a 
computer lab in the student study lounge on the second floor of the Mechanical Engineering 

Building were cancelled due to inadequate climatic control of the area. 

Dean Bollinger Proposes Engineering Honors Program 

Last issue, we alerted readers to a proposed Engineering Honors Program. Well, here is a 
proposal drafted by College of Engineering Dean, John Bollinger. 

The proposal outlines a combined 120-credit B.S. degree/24-credit M.S. thesis degree program. 
Curricula for each department have not been formed and the proposal has not received approval on 
any level yet. The general requirements for the proposed program are the following: 

1) Students may be admitted into department Honors programs as freshmen, as transfer 
students or anytime they apply with an acceptable program plan, an advisor (mentor) and at 
least a 3.0 GPA; 

2) The Honors Program will require 120 course credits that guarantee an ABET accredited 
program; 
3) At the completion of the 120 required credits, Honors students will be required to enroll in 
graduate school for an M.S. thesis degree of 24-credits (18 course credits from 400-700 level 
courses); 

4) At the completion of the M.S. requirements, Honors students will receive both their B.S. and 

M.S. degrees; 

5) Students who withdraw from the Honors Program will receive a B.S. degree when their 
standard requirements are fulfilled. 

The dean hopes to have the Honors Program ready to implement next fall. Any comments or ques- 
tions about the proposed program can be directed to POLYGON Engineering Council (265-2212). 

2S Se — ea ee — 
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The Department of Electrical and Computer 

Engineering at the University of Wisconsin-Madison 
had its grand opening... 100 years ago. 

From 1891 to 1991 this depart- quest. (Simply write the department —_ Union South, and those people not 
ment has been serving the University _ office for this commemorative gem.) _ attending the luncheon were invited 
with excellent research and instruc- The Centennial celebration began _ to a Centennial Barbecue in the ECE 

tion. Exciting developments have in the ECE Student Lounge with courtyard, sponsored by the IEEE 

been made in the traditional electri- | morning refreshments. A collection Student Organization. Following the 

cal engineering fields as well as of historic pictures and antique luncheon, an address was given by 

many new fields of study: biomedi- equipment adorned the room. Avail- Professor Bahaa Saleh, the Chairman 

cal engineering, computers, digital able for purchase, the equipment of the Electrical & Computer Engi- 

signal processing, electronics, feed- consisted of ancient voltmeters,am- —_ neering Department, entitled “The 

back control, holography and lasers, meters, wattmeters, decade resis- ECE Department: One Hundred 

integrated circuits, microwave and tance boxes and slide rules, toname _Years of Progress.” A presentation of 

satellite communications, radar, so- a few. Much of the equipment dated awards then took place in which ap- 

nar, superconductivity, transistors back to the turn of the century. proximately 50 outstanding alumni 
and many others. Tours and demonstrations fol- were honored for their achievements 

On October 25th, 1991, the ECE lowed. The historic 1880 Edison gen- and contributions to the field. Cita- 

Centennial Celebration took place, erator, one of the first built by Tho- tions and medals were awarded. 
Current undergraduate students also 
received special scholarships at the 

i . r- ceremony. 
Pa MY A Laboratory tours and demonstra- 

Pp bes ‘ fo Om 4 KD : \ J te tions continued after the presentation 

es IBA-Ppai Of and were followed by an Engineers’ 
a i So oe cy B See Day Social Hour at the Memorial 

oe ) Spe = -" | - Union. Engineers’ Day, also 
Fae % or ah, ; % oP . occuring that same Friday before the 
hee / ™ 1IOO me o> & at . UW-Homecoming football game, 

“e a | RO sO. gaye provided an event filled day for ECE 
oe Se ¢ el, 4 oN Centennial Celebration participants. 

eo * . LE ~~ ag \ | The day ended in an Engineers’ oa " e 5 y ended in an Engineers 
: , | 4 e. pom, © Nec S\ \ ® Day banquet in the Great Hall of the 
x, ‘ ane de § Memorial Union. Here, Professor 

Pate a % Harold Peterson was honored. He 
= came to UW-Madison from General 

’ 8 Electric in 1945 to be chairman of the 
™ department and served in that capac- 

The ECE Centennial birthday cake. ity for the next 20 years. Because of 
5 . . . his outstanding contributions, he 

honoring the electrical and computer mas Edison, was fired up that day. was awarded an ECE Centennial Ci- 

engineering graduates of the past The generator was donated to the de- _ tation and applauded by engineers of 

century. Over 4,000 alumni were partment in 1893. Many interesting all disciplines. Il 

sent invitations and information on labs were visited, including the Com- 
how to purchase memorabilia from puter Control Instrumentation Lab, TRAD. 

the event including T-shirts, mugs, the Wisconsin Electric Machines and _ AUTHOR | 

posters and a special history book Power Electronics Lab, the Amy Ricchio is a senior in Industrial 

, The Department of Electrical and Torsatron- Stellarator Lab, the ECE Engineering. She has a co-op next 

Computer Engineering ‘Touching the Machine shop, the ECE Workstation _ semester with James River Corporation 

Future’ 1891-1991, written to com- Lab, the Optics Lab, the Engineering _in Green Bay. 

memorate the Centennial. To further Research Center Lab and the Wiscon—_—<§_ ——YH——_ 
honor the graduates of the depart- sin Center for Applied Microelec- 
ment, the book continues to be avail- _ tronics. 
able free, for alumni only, upon re- A Centennial Lunch was held at 
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J 1. Society Spotlight: 

- Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineer 

Over 320,000 people around the technical presentations for IEEE. The semester is 500. For one of the social 
world are members of the Institute of speakers relay the most current informa- _ activities, IEEE and the Society of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, tion about engineering and technology to Women Engineers jointly sponsored a 
making it the largest electrical engineer- _ the students. A few topics covered by bowling night. The social committee is 
ing society in the world. The IEEE pub- __ the recent speakers include new tech- currently trying to find a sponsor for the 
lishes 25 percent of the technical infor- niques in storage for computers, naviga- | “Save a Top” program, where soda can 
mation for industries around the world. tion with auto pilots and engineering in tops are saved and donated to a charity to 
The organization was founded in 1884 the 90s. help others. The fund raising committee 
and improved with the help of Thomas Plant tours are of interest to many is in charge of planning the various 
Edison and Alexander Graham Bell. members. Each semester, IEEE visits cookouts held throughout the year. A 

IEEE allows students to learn about _different plants. Two plants toured this big money making event this year was 
the engineering opportunities available selling T-shirts for the Electrical Engi- 
and also socialize with other students,” neering Centennial. 
says David Drenk, an IEEE member. IEEE is also responsible for saving 
All students in electrical engineering are the student lounge in the Engineering 
eligible to join IEEE. There are many Building. Recently, the members col- 
benefits to being a member of IEEE. Be- lected signatures on a petition and pre- 
ing a member gives students a chance to sented it to the Polygon Engineering 
interact with each other and work with Council to prevent the student lounge 
people in a professional manner in order from being replaced by a computer lab. 
to accomplish goals. A great deal of IEEE is also active in the Engineer- 
learning takes place when students work 1 E E E ing Expo. Last year the group won third 
together to efficiently complete a project. place in the student division for their la- 
Belonging to a group such as IEEE en- ser pool project. Judy notes, “Expo is a 
courages students to work together. semester were the General Electric plant _strong point. Working on a group 

According to member Aaron Judy, in in Milwaukee and the Nicolet plant in _ project taught me a lot about group lead- 
“TEEE tries to keep students in contact Madison. By participating in the tours, ership.” 
with industry and the real world.” Tak- the students can see how the real world Anyone in electrical engineering 
ing part in IEEE’s programs helps to ac- _ of engineering operates and can learn may join IEEE. A bulletin board ex- 
complish this goal. In addition to the that engineering is more than just plaining the group’s events is located on 
programs and activities, members re- classes. the first floor of the Engineering Build- 
ceive the magazines Potential and Spec- There are various committees inthe ing. Any questions about IEEE may be 
trum, which offer current information on __ student branch, including outreach, so- referred to Dave Way at 238-4736. ll 
advances in electrial engineering. cial and fund raising. The outreach com- 

About 240 students belong to the mittee travels to different high schools in —— 
UW-Madison student branch, which has _ the Madison area and talks to students in 1+ —-————— AUTHOR —————— 
meetings every two weeks. The advisor math and physics classes. Familiarizing Amy Erickson is a second year Electrical 
for IEEE is Professor Kewal Saluja. Ac- _ the students with engineering and re- Engineer from Stillwater, Minnesota. For 
cording to Dave Way, the chairman of cruiting new engineering students are the Christmas, she would like to be this 
IEEE, “We want to promote profession-  committee’s primary goals. The out- year's Olympic gold medalist in circuit 
alism among students and stress the im- —_ reach committee discusses engineering design. Unfortunately, The Olympic 
portance of working asa group.” Each _in general and does not just promote Committee recently announced that cir- 
semester five to seven technical speakers _ electrical engineering. This semester ap- ‘uit design was being dropped from this 
from companies such as IBM, Hewlett proximately 375 high school students here s olympics. The Wisconsin mye cast 
Packard and Rockwell International lead _ will be contacted, and the goal for next believes that interest in the sport fizzled. 
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Grass vs. Artificial Turf : 

Traditional sports fans may a season of inclement a2 
wince at the sight of adomed sports weather and excessive echoes this feeling from the 
stadium or the use of the three-point _ use. UW football team, saying that colder 
play in basketball. But what do these There are those temperatures make the turf harder 
fans have to say about artificial turf? coaches, players and sports writers and thus, more painful to fall upon. 

Like it or not, synthetic turf is be- | who argue about the effect of artifi- According to Astroturf Indus- 
ing installed in college and profes- cial turf on the number and extent of __ tries, the condition of artificial turf is 
sional football stadiums nationwide. _ injuries in a season. Several studies comparable to the “ideal grass,” or 
The University of Wisconsin's Camp _ have been done on the subject, but the first grass of the season. The dif- 
Randall Stadium was groundcovered _ one that is cited most oftenisa1978 _ ference is that grass loses its quality 
with artificial turf in July of 1990 by study called the National Athletic In- _ through weathering while the turf 
Astroturf Industries, Inc. The jury/Illness Reporting System study __ stays fairly consistent. 
McClain Athletic Center also has a conducted by Pennsylvania State One of the reasons for this con- 
similar turf groundcover. University. The conclusion of that sistency can be seen in the compo- 

The UW Badger football team report showed that there was little nents of the turf. The pile fibers of 
has mixed feelings about the new difference in the number of “serious” the AstroTurf used in Camp Randall 
turf, according to Rob Ianello, on- injuries, or injuries that would cause _ are made of a nylon 6-6 (the size of 
campus recruiting coordinator for a player to miss one game ora week __ the yarn used) ribbon which can ab- 
the Badgers. He says that the foot- of participation, between games sorb about 4% of its weight in mois- 
ball team still practices on the grass played on grass and games played ture. This ability makes the turf 
field two times each week even on synthetic turf. seem more like natural grass. Three 
though most games are played on ar-— —__—_—_______— things happen when the turf be- 
tificial turf. comes wet: The turf becomes softer 

“Their legs get more weary on The number of and less abrasive, it becomes cooled, 
the turf than on the grass,” explains ; and it becomes slightly lubricated. 
Tanello. “We practice on the grass abrasions suffered by All three conditions help assimilate 
and then on Thursdays we go onto football players who the turf to grass and improve the 
the turf to keep their legs tough.” lay on playing conditions. 

So what exactly is the difference aes play f . Natural grass, however, can be- 
between artificial turf and natural artificial turf is higher come muddy and soggy during wet 
grass, and what are the pros and weather conditions, resulting ina 
cons of each? Astroturf Industries, than those suffered on more easily damaged football field. 
Inc. offered some answers to those natural grass Surface temperatures in natural 
questions as well as a report on the grass and artificial turf are also dif- 
composition of the turf. ferent. A dry synthetic turf surface 

One of the positive attributes of Other studies have shown that will be warmer than natural grass; 
the synthetic turf is its consistency. the number of abrasions suffered by whereas, a wet synthetic turf surface 
Unlike natural grass, which may suf- _ football players who play on artificial _ will be more equal to grass’ natural 
fer more wear and tear, artificial turf _ turf is higher than those suffered by, state. While grass can be cooled 
better upholds its quality throughout | players on natural grass. Ianello naturally via the evaporation re 
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involved in its roots, turf must be s iS 
cooled artificially. Astroturf Indus- > 
tries reports that it takes 1500 gallons 4 g 
of water to cool an entire football en |S 

ne line hoses any tine the Camp Randall Astroturf. Could it be responsible for Wisconsin's change in luck this year? 

conditions get too hot. 
The drainage system underneath When weighing the pros and made of a closed-cell synthetic foam 

artificial turf is also a consideration. cons of artificial turf as compared to _— cushion, a material often chosen for 
Camp Randall’s’float-drain” system _ natural grass, Astroturf Industries excellent shock absorption. 
has holes within the padding be- concludes that turf is more economi- The UW football team finds it is 
neath the turf. Water flows through _cal and practical. For example, the a “big deal” to play on artificial turf 
these holes and then off to side maintenance cost of the Astroturf is and something that requires getting 
drainage areas which extend around —_$10,000-$15,000 annually, while the used to, says Ianello. He explains, 
the perimeter of the field. cost for natural grass upkeep is “Most of them played on natural 

Shoe selection is another factor $40,000-$60,000 annually. grass in high school, so this is all new 
involved in the grass vs. artificial turf Replacement of Astroturf is re- to them.” Ill 
issue. On grass fields, the tractionis quired every ten years, while natural 
a result of the cleats mechanically grass football fields must be re-sod- = —————— AUTHOR —————— 
penetrating the roots of the natural ded every two to three years. ————— 
grass. On turf, the cohesive friction While stadiums with natural Amy Nelson is a senior in Broadcast 
between the shoe and the synthetic grass are limited to the number of Journalism. She really hopes that Santa 
surface causes the traction. The ideal games played on the field each year, _ Will be able to fit a forest green Jaguar 
shoe for an artificial surface has a artificial turf stadiums can enjoy un- _ into her stocking. 
good support for the foot, is stiff limited usage. 
enough to support the arch and the Turf experts agree that an- 
base of the toe joints and has moder- _ other crucial factor is 
ate traction. Some football players the shock absorption. ae 
wear basketball shoes on artificial It is also important that ¢& 
turf, but some type of cleat isrecom- _ this impact absorption 
mended to prevent hydroplaning. be consistent through- U2 

Ianello says that some Badger out different weather Se 
football players have better footing and temperature con- 8OS Z 
on grass fields, noting that the cleats ditions. The key to Q/ ((/ . . : 
dig into the grass. He also points out good shock absorption e . 23 
that sometimes the turf becomes too _is a soft pad under- (f o% . 
slick when it is wet, more so than wet, neath. The Astroturf used Y sy 
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Major Marine Oil Spills, March 1989 through January 1991 
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According to the U.S. Coast a slick to reduce the cohesiveness of _ fective. However, because of the im- 
Guard an estimated 2.3 million tons _ the oil so it can be broken up by pact onthe ocean floor and the ten- 
of petroleum enter the seas each wind and waves, diluted and better dency of oil to leach back to the sur- 
year, five percent as oil spills. This biodegraded. Dispersants are highly face. 
staggering figure symbolizes a defi- _ controversial due to concern over In Situ Burning is simply the on- 
nite problem that most would agree _ their impact to the environment. As __ site burning of a spill. Although 
needs some new solutions. The crisis a result, not much field data showing seemingly a simple solution, there are 
is definitely getting attention. Recent _ their actual effectiveness exists. many limitations. For example, the 
oil spills have fueled much public Sinking agents have success- oil must be at least three millimeters 
outrage and have also hit a few pock- _ fully been used to sink spills of oil. thick and relatively fresh. In addi- 
etbooks pretty hard. Exxon alone They are generally regarded asinef- _ tion, about one millimeter of oil resi- 
spent $2.5 billion on the cleanup of — 9 due will remain due to the quenching 
Alaska’s Prince William Sound while . tabi of the flame resulting from loss of 
the government added nearly $154 Biorem ediation has heat to the water’s surface. This 
million. Although spills only ac- potential method also involves a trade-off from 
count for five percent of oil entering . . . the oil pollution to the air pollution 
the seas, down from 12.5% in 1985, a applications in resulting from the combustion of the 
spill enters as a highly visible, con- petro leum cleanu p oil. 
centrated shock to the environment. ; . fs Mechanical cleanup is the ac- 
Prevention will have to play a thajor ranging from oil spills tual recovery of the oil. The U.S. now 
role, but the fact remains that oil on the water to relies mainly on this mechanical solu- 
spills will continue. In order to com- tion for removing spills. This tech- 
bat the environmental damage beach clean up to nique uses any of a range of devices 
caused by oil spills we need effective ga soline leaked from _ suitable for oil removal. The method 
cleanup technology. is also seriously hampered by present 

Currently, several main oil spill unde rgrou nd fuel technology. The present mechanical 
clean-up technologies exist. tanks oil recovery devices are relatively in- 

Dispersants can be sprayed onto 1 effective in waves greater than six feet 
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and winds greater than twenty introduction of non-indigenous, natu- of biodegradation, but the overall in- 
knots. At best it has been unusual rally occurring microbes; and the crease in the rate is fairly minimal. 
for more than 10 to 15 percent of the _ stimulation of biodegradation by Most areas already contain a signifi- 
oil to be recovered off the water ‘evening up’ the other nutrients nec- —_ cant number of oil degrading mi- 
from a large spill. essary for the microbes to survive. crobes, and these native microbes 

The development and improve- The last of the processes just will reproduce rapidly and eventu- 
ment of these technologies is pres- mentioned is by far the simplest ap- ally outnumber the introduced mi- 
ently the job of both the oil industry —_ proach and has recently had some crobes. The net enhancement of the 
and various branches of the govern- _ success. In addition to hydrocarbons, _ method of introducing non-indig- 
ment, including the Environmental other nutrients such as nitrogen, enous bacteria over natural biodeg- 
Protection Agency, the Coast Guard, phosphorous, and oxygen are needed _radation rates tends to be small. 
the Department of Transportation by the microorganisms in order to Genetic engineering could make 
and the Department of the Interior. survive. When an unnaturally high all the difference in the field of 
One problem remains: Thee —_——_———— bioremediation, or none 
only two methods men- at all. An alteration in 
tioned so far that actually i i i the microbes’ genetic 
remove the oil from the Genetic engineering makeup oyhic Halos 
immediate ecosystem are could make all the them to withstand colder 
in situ burning and me- temperatures, consume 
chanical recovery, and d ifference in the field of more hydrocarbons, or 
both leave significant . oe reproduce faster could 
amounts of petroleum. bioremediation or none very well turn out useful. 
What happens to the rest? Biodegradation is 

Oil is a naturally oc- at all not a new process. In 
curring substance so it is fact, man’s use of biodeg- 
only natural that organ- > _ radation is surprisingly 
isms exist that feed on it or derive volume of hydrocarbons is intro- frequent as it is the basis of conven- 
their energy from it. There are mi- duced into an ecosystem asin thein- _ tional engineering techniques for 
croorganisms that biodegrade and stance of an oil spill, the other nutri- _ wastewater treatment. Increasing 
oxidize hydrocarbon molecules, ulti- ents suddenly become limiting fac- concern for pollution and its 
mately converting them to carbon tors in the microbes’ ability to eat cleanup, as well as some insights 
dioxide. These microorganisms well and prosper. Several ideas and into biodegradation have led to more 
have provided a point of much hope _ methods for the ‘evening up’ of nutri- _ research for its role in petroleum 
in the area of petroleum cleanup as _ ents are under research and develop- _ cleanup. 
potentially the most inexpensive and ment ina variety of hydrocarbon Bioremediation has had some 
least damaging of cleanup tech- cleanup applications. The applica- success, but much of its possible abil- 

niques. tion that has been used in the cleanup _ ity has yet to be discovered. One of 
Bioremediation is a term de- of oil spills consists of adding nitro- the main problems with the tech- 

scribing any of several methods used gen- and phosphorous-bearing fertil-__ nique is the present inability to accu- 
which attempt to enhance, or speed _izers to the spill or beach. This re- rately measure its rate and effective- 
up, the natural biodegradation of the _ search has resulted in inconclusive ness. However, bioremediation 
oil. Bioremediation has potentially results and little, if any, enhancement could well prove to be a relatively 
vast applications in petroleum for spills still on the water. However, inexpensive, environmentally safe 
cleanup, ranging from oil spills on the method has recently met some and effective solution to a very real 
the water to beach cleanup to gaso- success on the beaches of Prince Wil- problem. Ill 
line leaked from underground fuel liam Sound. These Alaskan beaches —_—_ 
tanks found at the corner gas station. _ are the site of the joint EPA/Exxon ——— AUTHOR 
The new technique has recently seen _ cleanup effort which constitutes the Jeremy Vesbach is in his first semester 
some significant advances and en- largest bioremediation attempt to and is planning on majoring in Civil and 
couraging successes, yet much of the date. The effort proved encouraging, — En vironm ental Engineering. For 
field and its applications remain with a two to threefold enhancement Christmas he would like a pollution-free 
sorely in need of exploration and de-__ of natural biodegradation rates. America and a winning lottery ticket. 
velopment. The introduction of non-indig- 

The process of bioremediation enous bacteria is a method in which 
presently includes three main cat- naturally occurring bacteria are 
egories of viable options: the use of brought into the spill. This method 
genetically engineered microbes; the may provide a small jump in the rate 
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Christmas 

A Guide to High-Tech Toys 

It is that time of year again when Small stocking stuffer games are system. In Super Mario World, 

people start thinking about what also available. These games range Mario and his friend Yoshi are on an 

they want this holiday season. This _ from pocket liquid crystal display island fighting to save the Princess. 

year many gifts are electronic or games to miniature Lite Brites to The Super Nintendo is a special- 

computer-related. Froma Jet Fighter | Game Gear. The miniature Lite Brites ized computer, playing games or 

Simulator to the newly released Su- are similar to the classic Lite Brites, programs strictly made for that sys- 

per Nintendo, there is an extensive but in a hand-held version. Game tem. Its cartridges consist of memory 

selection available reaching a diverse Gear similarly isa hand-held version chips with programs stored in them. 

audience. of the larger Sega system, but it has Technology has advanced so the new 

In the market of electronic toys better graphics and is in color. Nintendo system is smaller, faster 

and computer games, the new prod- Super 
ucts are not overshadowing the old. Nintendo, which 
Some old favorites still holding retailers expect to as 

strong are Classic Nintendo, walkie _be a big seller this TF KEES 

talkies, electronic musical instru- season, has the y je 4 ’ 

ments, the Advanced Dungeons and ability to entice the wine. Sees 

Dragons gaming series, remote con- player with three : Da « 

trol cars and traditional train sets. dimensional _ > vy + Ff = 

The newly released Super Nintendo _ graphics and digi- - Sin ro ‘ E 

games, computer games based on tal stereo sound. R i = 

movies or sequels to previously re- High tech, eight- \ Ye os > —_ oe y 

leased computer games such as Lei- button controllers, \ Wee. : i aes e & 

sure Suit Larry 5 , are breaking new compared to the i : git ry me | 

ground with spectacular graphics old Nintendo’s ® iy en i} S 

and sound. five button con- } eS SESS 

The games being released are trollers, allow the ¢ | oo | &e res : ih a eas Bo 
generally for ee pur- 4 plore pe con- jee j 4 ! = Lao: |S 

oses, but there are also games avail- _ trol and options. Sel : ‘ 2 

he for educational purposes. Busi- A new Mario ad- ao 1 3 P $2 g 

ness, tax and word processing pro- venture is also in- - - & 
grams are strong sellers. BP cluded with the Erica Vorsho is entranced by a battery operated dog. 
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Carmen. This series allows the 
i ' y gf i player to learn geography and his- 

~~ : ; tory, while being entertained. 
= , p April Henry, 18, from Marabou, 

=) : yr Wisconsin enjoys playing Nintendo. 
._ = She states, “It’s challenging, different 
eS a aes and fun.” This holiday season, many 

\ : K 4 - Bid college students are requesting tele- 
: B fj 8) #6) : ad § visions, stereos and even Nintendo 
Ace ( © Systems. Steve Baffico, a student 
ee a 7 = here at the UW, states, “I’d really like 

ae f j ' — | * anew answering machine.” 
Rs . A ? 5 Enjoyment and safety are impor- 

s Ls | Ro fH 5 tant factors in the purchase of gifts, 
ae. ; | ae yet price remains equally important. 
ies ” ((] | i ] = The Super Nintendo System fasts 

= ——— { >) a =, $200 while the cartridges cost around 
~~ Wy al 3 $60. Computer games, such as Where 
ca Lf} aks . Ps ~ >in the World is Carmen? and Advanced 
al Pe \\ Wy i 1 g Dungeons and Dragons series, for the 

mn = IBM, Macintosh or Amiga systems 

April Henry shows that Nintendo is for both young and old. sucking suffers coat 610 te ome 

while remote control cars run any- 
and more reliable. Unfortunately, tivation largely depends on the age where from $20 to $45. 
the classic Nintendo cartridges are group involved. Parents with One consumer stated that she 
not compatible with the Super younger children purchase toys that _ never really thought about the price 
Nintendo System. are safe, yet enjoyable, as opposed to and bought a Super Nintendo Sys- 

Computer games work slightly teenagers who prefer a challenge tem without hesitation since “it 
differently. One can purchase soft- over safety. would give the kids something to do 
ware and install it on the computer's Recently, while at East Towne after school.” A majority, however, 
hard drive or insert and load the pro-_ Mall we asked Erica Vorshco of opt for the “little as possible” phi- 
gram into the computer each time it | DeForest, Wisconsin what she losophy when purchasing electronic 
isrun. Anew computer game onthe wanted for Christmas and why. “A _— games and toys. 
market is Kid Pix. This program al- Barbie jeep, because I love it!” was Whether shopping for yourself 
lows a person to draw pictures on her matter-of-fact response. As the or purchasing a gift for someone else, 
the video screen with a unique twist. audience gets older, they tend to be there is a wide variety of electronic 
As one draws on the screen with the drawn to computer or video games. = games and toys available. As the 
mouse, a distinct sound effect accom- Both young and old are inclined to Nintendo Company slogan states, 
panies each line or shape. For ex- want certain toys because of adver- “The power is in your hands.” Ill 
ample when one draws a squiggly tisements or because someone they 
line a whoop-whoop sound is heard. know has one. —_—_—_ 
The sounds are imaginative and Ron Koci, manager of Walden ——— AUTHORS ———_ 
comical at the same time. Other Software at East Towne Mall, states, Margret Illemann and Robyn Ryan, both 
computer games such as Advanced “Most of our computer programs first year students, managed to whip 
Dungeons and Dragons gaming series and games interest people between together this article for your reading 
put one ina fantasy role playing situ- the ages of 15 and 45.” enjoyment. All Margret wants for 
ation in which one collects clues to ___ Many of the games such as Where Christmas is to pass her political science 
stay alive and finally conquer the in the World is Carmen Santiago? are course. All Robyn wants is carpeting for 
game. strategy games pitting the user’s wits her dorm room. 

What motivates consumers to against the program’s built-in intelli- §<§ ————_______________ 
purchase electronic games and toys? _gence. In the game the player must 
Many people answer this question track down and bring in Carmen. 

with areshonse such as they are The player uses supplied clues and PEP EP iP HP iP iP a 
challenging” or “they are fun.” Mo- — an almanac in his or her search for 
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A long, long time ago, before I can’t judge a book by it’s cover. 
became a freshman, I was much L ) Maybe those girls aren’t on their way 
more accustomed to the outside Sy tne Brees to the mall. Perhaps they’re going to 
world. By that I mean that I watched FASS SST the library or to visit a sick friend...” 
and understood the news regularly; I = ; f Before I could chide myself for 
watched situation comedies daily, i using a cliché in my own thoughts, 
and, oh yes, I had complete freedom \ / the girls stopped giggling and began 
of transportation. That is, I had ac- y to converse. 
cess to my parents’ car. Ah, how I / “Oh my gosh!” squealed one girl 
loved to waste gasoline as I tooled through lips slathered in frosty pink 
around my hometown, running er- {\ lipstick. “I wonder if Joey will be 
rands and picking up various sib- 4 hanging out at the food court?” 
lings from their extra-curricular ac- “Tf he is, I’ll die!” exclaimed the 
tivities. other in a voice that was reminiscent 

Ialso did something that will moming. Then I settled in foralong of fingernails on a chalkboard. 
shock and amaze those who have ride. The bus took me far off of cam- Now I wanted to chide these 
met me in college. I used to go to the pus... past homes with small children _ girls for being so incredibly cliché in 
mall. playing in the front yard and gas sta- _ their mall behavior. I was beginning 

In my year and a half at this uni- __ tions and elementary schools. Itoc- _ to understand my peers’ aversion to 
versity, I have learned that the mall curred to me that in my “bubble” of the mall. 
and all that it stands for is unsophis- _ college life I had forgotten about the However, now we had arrived, 
ticated and superficial. For example, _ rest of the world. We strive sohard —_ and I had work to do. The logical 
a sweater bought at the mall is not for diversity here, but I live ina side of my brain took over and I de- 
nearly as cool as one found on the dorm with 74 other people who are cided to cover every store by first 
table of a street vendor on State very much like me —mostly sopho- shopping in one side of each wing of 
Street or out of a J. Crew catalog. mores in college looking to getade- _ the building, and then the other. The 
Heavy metal and pop music, the gree and a good job. first store that I decided to enter was 
kind played by almost every bou- My thoughts were interrupted a large department store. I remem- 
tique ina mall, isre- ébered a friend of 
laced by alternative mine complainin; 

A cgi that whch is In my year and a half at this university, | have that her flannel 
not popular on the Top learned that the mall and all it stands for is nightshirt ae ee 
40 music charts. isti ici ting very old. So, when Ifoubal unsophisticated and superficial see st fee ge pe 

myself in mid-Decem- jama-slash-lingerie 
ber, with finals drawing near, and when, a half-hour through the ride, section of the store, and no sooner 
the consequential time crunch rob- two giggling girls boarded the bus. had I found and purchased the per- 
bing me of all but my most necessary They both chewed (or perhaps the fect kind of plaid when I heard, “Hey 
methods of procrastination, I was correct term is smacked) gum and Annelies, what’s up? Out under- 
torn. I desperately needed to go sported jean jackets bearing six inch wear shopping, or what?” 
Christmas shopping ina place where diameter buttons with the likes of the My face became crimson as I 
I could find gifts foreveryoneI knew New Kids on the Block and Nelson. I__ turned around to greet an 
in one trip. However, with two feet wondered if their mothers might aquaintance from math discussion. 
of snow on the ground andaraging —_ have at least made them wear hatsin “Uh, no, I’m just doing a little Christ- 
blizzard outside, I did not feel up to _ this terribly cold weather, but hats mas shopping. What brings you 
trekking all over State Street. I de- certainly would not have fit over here?” 
cided to go to the mall. their bangs, which curled three “The same,” he said, looking at 

I boarded the first east-west bus inches into the air. the floor. “You see, my little sister 
that I saw ona snowy Saturday “Well,” I thought to myself, “you loves The New Kids on the Block, so 
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I figured that this was the place to 

shop.” OURT 
“I think you're right,” I said, + FOOD C +) — 

watching the two giggly girls that I  & yy 
shared the bus ride with as they (a yt ee eA 
walked by. Se net Q) —————————————cucruwc 

“Sorry, but I’ve really got to be 3 a ‘ MS ci 
going,” he said nervously. __ E 5m, . 

I knew that he was a junior and C g WS mY. TP 
therefore had had the benefit of two KS aN 7 oe i 
and a half years of college condition- = ———— Og a BS | %, | —=— —. 

ig, to become anxious in and around (fs Rg Gun GY} s Gy SN 
malls. It showed. _ AN RSA GY Ce DN 

I left the department store and SANIN CN v oO Gy aia Pi : RN ERAN \ pAb 
inadvertantly followed those gig- IN iS ae % SS APOE A 
gling girls. [overheard more of their ——— MY E WS w \ -— 
meee ily think th C | xf al 7 yy) \ | 

“Treally, re-eally think that Mat- | $0 ee PS a 7 1). VS _ 
thew NEor is cuter than his twin os PSs pr w 
brother Gunnar.” 5 f 

“Whatever happened to Shaun \ ! 
Cassidy?” I mumbled to myself. r ) 
“Now there was a heartthrob.” 5 and Dumper LY ye) 

I passed by stores of all sorts. CPS —— 
Bone sai clothing of only pink and TS oe 
lavender. Some sold incredibly tacky 
gag gifts and smelled strongly of bad 
plastic. Finally, I found a shop that 
suited my needs. 

ca an ahaa GanE Aaa P aR I was becoming more and more A sweatshirt, a book, a box of 
“Whatever happened to intrigued with the soap opera going _ stationery and a pair of socks later, I 

Shaun Cassidy?'| mumbled ©" in my midst. However, the atmo- _was finished. With my Christmas 
t If. "N th sphere conjured up memories of my _ shopping out of the way, I could 
© mysell. Now tnere earilier years... a time when, for me, now bus home and return my energy 
was a heartthrob." talking to a boy was the most diffi- to studying. 

cult thing in the world, the label on However, I could not wait to 
“Yd like an order of fries and a one’s jeans helped to determine so- mention my mall anxiety theory to 

Coke,” I told the young worker at cial status, and a “best friend” wasa —_ some of my friends, although I was 
the fast food chain counter. It was very temporary thing. pretty sure that they would just 
obvious that I wouldn't be able to Once again, my mind found a laugh at me and say that the only 
continue my journey without some tangent and decided to explore it. I reason they never go to the mall is 
carbohydrates, caffeine and rest. decided that it was safe to assume that it is annoying. 

Isat down and watched the that for most people, adolescence is Never mind them — they would 
people in the “Food Court” all the most difficult time in their lives. just be repressing old fears. Besides, 
around me. Senior citizens race- If that is true, then as college stu- I could not help looking forward to 
walked by several times. Mothers dents, we are getting our first taste of | Christmas break at home. A whole 
tried to quiet crying toddlers. For adulthood. That signifies the begin- month with nothing to do... except go 
these people, it was just another day. _ ning of self- sufficience and security. to the mall. Ill 
But for the group of 20 teenagers Could it be that going to the mall 
buzzing around the Food Court, self- _ triggers deep-rooted insecurities in “AUTHOR. 
esteem, lives and and ego-centric the mind of even the most stable col- — 
worlds were being built up and shat- _ lege student? Annelies Howell is a second year student 
tered daily. A police officer watched I stood up witha start, egocentri- _ tentatively majoring in physics. She tries 
them at least as intently asI did. He cally impressed by my own thoughts. _ to avoid the malls as much as possible by 
leaned up against a wall, puffing up = My hands shook and my heart raced Spending her time skiing. 
his chest and resting hishand onhis _as I headed to the next department TT 
gun. store. 

wisconsin engineer, December 1991 23
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(North Pole) - We present to our readers the following letter and confidential memo 

sent to the Wisconsin Engineer magazine anonymously. Postmarks show the origin of 

these items to be between 89 and 90 degrees North latitude: 

a —o—— Confidential Memo 
._ = = To: S. Claus, Distribution Division, TNP, Inc. 

Ce pas From: T. Grinch, CEO TNP, Inc. 

<a eee 
= You lose! 
Ey = 

. Being the company’s only shareholder, I voted today and 
Dear Sirs: decided to prioritize the financial aspects of TNP, Inc. starting 

immediately. This redistribution of resources will entail 

A crisis of terrifying proportions is eliminating all on-revenue services and replacing them with a 

looming in the near future, and no humans “quid pro quo” type of transfer, similar to the payment , 
seem to be aware of the impending end of techniques utilized by Amalgamated Tooth Fairies, Ltd. Tcan’t 

Ari know it. Severe budget- imagine why even someone as dim as you didn’t see this as the 

Christmas as we ° 3 source of your financial troubles as you ran this company into 
ary constraints are forcing cutbacks in the snow. 

the once lavish expenditures here at The Ae seulsbon hel Tandiiich ; 
th Pole, Inc. fy th th your contract stipulates that I maintain you as an employee at 

nor ) oe me ild: Gormerty £ i ih your current salary, I have decided to promote you to a comfort- 

EG ts Your « He rem may. Reder Ow t able desk job informing children of the new policy conceming our 

joys of the Yuletide if you miss the chance products (they are no longer gifts; rather, they are purchases 
to rescue a tradition. I am sending you taxable at 43% of the list price). Your salary will remain the same, 

this information in order to promote but you lose your health insurance, blizzard insurance, sleigh 
hi bf tla insurance, pension, company investment funds, life insurance, 

oe a f puss ie a of glacier insurance and doughnut privileges. In addition, we have 

Tistin Gs. ease encourage all of your moved you into a 96% tax bracket, channeling all company profits 
readers to send letters to The North Pole, through you. 

Inc. to implore them to rescue and restore 
Christmas. P.S. I hope you die of frostbite! 

~ & CORA Toripic Elf 

We have no further information on this the success or cataclysm will present 

matter. Our repeated attempts to sendmail itself. So, we wish you a “Merry Christmas” 

to the North Pole were defeated by the U.S. or a “Never Surrender,” based upon your 

Postal Service. In addition, all attempts Christmas. IN 
to charter aircraft (at extremely generous ——— 

rates, on our part) were met with scorn and = ———————__ AUTHOR. —- 

derision. National Geographic expressed : . . . 
interest in supporting an expedition in the Alexander Dean is graduating this Christmas after 11 

: ; semesters of ECE and Spanish. In the eight months before 
summer, which is much too late. We can only 5 d hool, h Id lik 

hope that Santa will be able to regain SLATE Brag uate S100) ne WOU Sc toe ve 
P is . electronics companies, write the Great American Novel, read 

control of the North Pole in time to provide 200 books, bike around England, build a sailboat, record an 

a Merry Chr istmas : . album, and catch-up on Star Trek and Cheers. 
We can only wait until December 25, when ———
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The Regent Apartments are rigged for students who want to breeze through 
college. For a free tour call our cruise lines at 258-4900 or 1-800-456-0223 
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